Dear Year 6,
Here are your learning activities for today: 26.1.21
Subject

Task

What will you need:

History

Open ‘The Blitz PowerPoint’. Today, we will be learning
about The Blitz. There is a short video to watch
followed by some information. Read through the slides
carefully.

The Blitz PowerPoint

(9:20 on
Teams)

Blitz Newspaper Comprehension

Task: Open ‘Blitz Newspaper Comprehension’. This is a
newspaper article about the bombings in Coventry.
Answer the comprehension questions in full sentences in
your English Book.
*For those who usually have additional support, open ‘Blitz
Newspaper Additional Support’.

Maths
(11:00 on
Teams)

Open ‘Lesson - The Mean’ and read through the
information and examples on how to calculate the
mean/average.
Task: Complete one of the worksheets depending on
your confidence: easier, challenging or more challenging.

Spanish
(12:00 on
Teams)

Today you will watch a video of your Spanish lesson. You
do not need to log into Teams for this lesson as the
video is just going to be shared by the teacher.

Lesson - The Mean
The Mean – Easier
The Mean – Challenging
The Mean – More Challenging
Spanish 26.01.21’

Watch the video – ‘Spanish 26.01.21’. Today you will
learn how use ‘mucho’ to describe Spain and you will
read and understand a text about Spain.
Task: Copy out the text and fill in the blank with the
missing words.
Science
(1:45 on
Teams)

Open ‘L3 Advantageous Adaptations’. Today, we will
continue our learning from last week and look at
whether all adaptations are advantageous.
Task 1: Using the information sheet, describe a unique
characteristic of a zebra and a cheetah.
Task 2: Set your page up like the flow-chart displayed.
Choose a living animal and describe 4 ways it has
adapted to its environment. Then, consider what would
happen if this characteristic was missing.
Email a picture of your finished work.

Reading

Remember to complete 15-20minute of independent
reading.

Photos!!

Please e-mail thesaint@stjosephs.ealing.sch.uk any fun
photos you have taken over your time in lockdown which
you would be happy to be published in The
Saint. Some will be selected for the February Half
Term edition. The pictures could be you working hard

L3 Advantageous Adaptations.

at your desk, holding your proudest piece of work or
even you having lots of fun in the snow! We would love
to see them and share them with the rest of the school!

